Case Study

Petmate Finds the Right Companion
with Panaya and Oracle EBS 12
Challenge
After Wind Point Partners purchased Petmate, they
commissioned an IT operations assessment. The
assessment confirmed that Oracle EBS 11.5.10.2 would
not be supported in 2013. With its ambitious growth
plans, Petmate would also need access to the latest
Oracle EBS functionality. “We’ve traditionally been
focused on operations and supply chain management,
but recently charted a new path focusing on growth
including acquisitions,” said Sudan Dewan, Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer. “We have extremely
high on-time fulfillment rates, but needed to make sure
that Oracle EBS would help us achieve new corporate
capabilities while continuing to support the business.”
With those factors in mind, in January 2012, Petmate
made the decision to upgrade to Oracle EBS 12.1.3.

Panaya was very valuable
at figuring what objects will
break and what to do to fix
them.”
Mike Lynch
Vice President of
Information Technology.

Solution
With unforgiving deadlines in front of them, Petmate needed some upgrade solutions. Petmate
released an RFP in February 2012 to find a functional consulting partner, choosing Lucidity in April.
Mike Lynch, Vice President of Information Technology, also began conducting due diligence on
systems integrators and tools. During his research, he came across Panaya.
The Panaya demo using Petmate’s own data was eye-opening. “We felt the level of detail we got out
of Panaya’s impact analysis would enable us to utilize more junior development resources rather
than costly senior consultants, saving us significant dollar amounts,” recalls Lynch. With Panaya,
Lynch’s team would not have to comb through the EBS system by hand; Panaya would take them
directly to the problem code. “We really thought Panaya would streamline the whole development
process and make it much faster,” says Lynch. Petmate signed on with Panaya in June 2012.
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Benefits
The project officially kicked off in July 2012. While Lucidity supported the upgrade from a
business perspective, tackling EDI and facilitating Conference Room Pilots, Petmate dove
into Panaya for code corrections. “We used Panaya to identify the objects that were going
to break,” Lynch said. Petmate cycled through three Conference Room Pilots: one in July,
one in August, and one in September that took the project right up to go-live. The offshore
team worked on the latest code corrections in advance of each pilot. Meanwhile, Petmate
conducted QA and testing. Lynch reports that Panaya found at least 95 percent of the
objects that needed correcting. Even though they were ready to go live on November 10,
Lynch delayed the go-live date to Thanksgiving weekend, two weeks later, to minimize the
disruption to the business. The new Oracle EBS system went live on time - with minimal
issues.

Bottom line
The numbers back up the go-live result. Bringing Panaya on board considerably reduced
the time needed for code corrections. Lynch calculates that Petmate saved 626 hours
on code corrections, or 30 percent. In addition to the pure time saved, the consulting
costs for the code corrections phase was also cut in half. As Lynch anticipated,
with Panaya’s results he was able to outsource the bulk of the code corrections,
reducing consulting costs by 50 percent versus the expense of senior consultants.
The consulting savings due to Panaya added up to $124,000! The biggest Panaya
benefit? The impact analysis which gave the project a big head start. “Panaya
gives you a lot of knowledge that somebody would have to try to dig up without
it,” says Lynch. “And their service was very responsive. Whenever we needed
help, Panaya was there.” Lynch also credits Lucidity, their functional consulting
partner. “Lucidity was a huge value to us,” says Lynch. “They had invaluable
knowledge about the R12 environment.”

About Petmate | For over 50 years, Petmate has provided creature
comfort for domestic animals and their owners. From auto feeding
stations to carriers, toys, and bedding, Petmate has introduced
smart solutions for every stage in a pet’s life. In 2011, Petmate was
purchased by Wind Point Partners, a private equity firm based in
Chicago. Petmate then acquired a number of respected brands
including Bamboo, Kennel-Aire, WETNoz, JW Pet Company, and Canine
Hardware. Today, the privately held company’s revenue is estimated
to be approximately $250 million. To manage its diverse operations,
Petmate relies on Oracle EBS applications.

With Panaya, organizations can accelerate
application change and continuous delivery
of innovation. Panaya provides cloud
based test management, test automation and application lifecycle
management solutions that ensure collaboration between Business
and IT. Enabling faster release velocity while ensuring quality,
Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end
visibility of the application lifecycle. Since 2008, 1,600 companies in
62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using
Panaya to deliver quick, quality change to enterprise applications.
www.panaya.com

